The daily kitchen chaos ... help!
The same thing every morning:
By the time I have rummaged
about in my chaotic cupboards
for the things I need for breakfast, I'm already stressed out
and in a pretty bad mood before
the day has really started.

No more clattering about!

Sandwich stress? Never again!

To find the right saucepan,
I often have to empty half
the cupboard – that can take
time. And everybody complains about the racket I
make.

Rummaging about? Absolute nightmare!
Where do you keep all those
odds and ends, rubber bands,
keys and pens, the chargers
and operating instructions –
I can't seem to find the right
answer in my kitchen.

When I'm looking for the
right sandwich box in the
morning for my lunch, I
wake up half the family –
because half the cupboard
falls out when I open it.

Sink unit gynmastics? No thank you!

All the time rearranging dishes? Not an option!

Every time I try to find
the right cleaning product in the
depths of my sink unit it's an acrobatic performance. I'm worn out
before I have even begun.

Whenever I look for something
towards the back in my wall
units, I have to get everything
out first and then put it all
back in again. What a bother
... drives me mad!
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Practical and whisper quiet.
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The fast
kitchen with
added convenience

Ergonomie

The three key aspects
When planning and buying a new
kitchen, pay attention to these three
aspects in particular:
• short distances
• ergonomics
• cleverly organised
cabinet interiors

Ergonomic at last.

Hettich
Intelligent Kitchens

Working in the kitchen used to involve quite a lot of gymnastics: you had
to bend, stretch, kneel ... Stressful and
nerve racking! And today a kitchen
can be as cool and convenient as this:
full extension pot-and-pan drawers,
clearly arranged interior organisation,
ergonomic worktop heights ...
Enjoy the new kitchen convenience –
with functional fittings from Hettich.

Stories
from everyday
kitchen life

You'll love it when all of the drawers,
hinges and sliding doors close gently and
quietly in your kitchen. Even the doors
on refrigerator crisper compartments
and the dishwasher baskets come with
Silent System for whisper quiet closing.
China and cutlery

Interested? Further details at:
www.intelligent-kitchens.com

Cleaning agents and
waste

Short distances
The "Intelligent Kitchens" guide organises a kitchen into five activity areas.
Planning a kitchen on the basis of this
concept provides a host of benefits:
going about your everyday work in the
kitchen, you benefit from short distances
and efficient, ergonomic work flows.

Storage containers
and small items

Working the healthy, ergonomic way
"Intelligent Kitchens" helps you to organise your kitchen in a way that makes ergonomic sense. That takes the burden off
you and is good for your health. Important aspects include a personally tailored
worktop height, clever use of storage
spaces, practical interior organisation for
wall and base units.

Food preparation

Food storage

Everything in its place
A well organised kitchen is more of
a pleasure and less stressful to work
in. Keep the important things where
they're needed. Use intelligent organisational solutions for drawers and
extensions. This way, you can store your
provisions and utensils efficiently and
conveniently.

Give your kitchen a facelift

Hettich
Intelligent Kitchens

Interested? Further details at:
www.intelligent-kitchens.com

www.intelligent-kitchens.com

‹–
Full extension runners with various
organizer systems
let you see where
everything is.

‹–

Versatile interior organisation keep all
packets neat and tidy while preventing them from falling over.

‹–

‹–

Drawers behind
flush fitted sliding
doors: the ideal place for
china and cutlery.
A great design solution
for open plan kitchens
in particular.

You can fit the adjustable brackets
in any chosen position. All pans
are securely held in place – also
thanks to the non slip base surface.

Small details with great effect!

No mess – no stress!

Organisation at its
best: with space for
everything, and plenty of it too! Widely
opening hinges give
you easy access to
everything in the
refrigerator.

Everything you need for
cooking is close to hand –
directly next to the hob:
knives, straining spoon,
whisk, spices etc.

Ovens can be
as convenient as this:
ergonomic
working height,
convenient
telescopic runners.

Lids stand upright behind the railing. This way, you can stack bowls
inside one another to save space
and quickly put your hand on the
right lid.

‹–

‹–

‹–

For fast getters and table setters

‹–
Narrow compartment
dividers make tangles a
things of the past.

‹–

Crisper compartments
on full extension
runners provide unobstructed access to all of
the food stored inside
them. With all provisions in perfect view,
nothing gets forgotten.

Your best cutlery is
stylishly kept in high
quality wooden trays
where it's neatly organised.

Glasses and cups are in easy,
fast reach behind sliding
doors – and can also be allowed
to show off their beauty.
Because the sliding door can
be moved back and forth to
conceal the left or right hand
compartment.

The waste bin pull-out
opens in response to a
slight nudge - from
the knee for example.
Particularly practical
when both hands are
full.

‹–

‹–

Keeps things organised. Saves you stress.

‹–

‹–

This makes cooking a pleasure!

Müll

Your large stack of valuable plates is securely and neatly stored
in pull-outs with versatile interior
organisation system – whether
round or square.

‹–

Culinary treats in easy reach!

‹–

‹–

Food is stored out of view
behind large sliding doors –
where it's easily accessible
whenever needed.

‹–

Something else clever
runners from Hettich
can do: the lower basket
moves out to a convenient working height – no
need to stoop any more!

‹–

‹–

In wall units directly next to the hob,
oil, vinegar and spices are always in
easy reach.

‹–

These practical little
pull-outs can be screw
mounted beneath any
unit or shelf. Small
compartments make
sure that even the smallest of items, like rubber
bands, are always kept
neatly in their place.

Plates and food aren't
the only things that
are kept in the kitchen.
Small compartment
dividers create space for
other items too – from
paper clip to rubber
band.

‹–

‹–

‹–

‹–

Pull-outs under the
sink optimise the
use of storage space.
Leaving all utensils
in easy reach.

Practical interior organisation instantly
lets you find the right
storage container with
the lid that fits it.

‹–

‹–

Saucepan lids are securely held in
place behind the railing. Nothing
clatters any more – for a clearly
organised drawer with feel good
factor. Saucepans can stand inside
one another to save space.

